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ABSTRACT

Seismic interferometry refers to the process of retrieving
new seismic responses by crosscorrelating seismic observa-
tions at different receiver locations. Seismic migration is the
process of forming an image of the subsurface by wavefield
extrapolation. Comparing the expressions for backward
propagation known from migration literature with the
Green’s function representations for seismic interferometry
reveals that these seemingly distinct concepts are mathemati-
cally equivalent. The frequency-domain representation for
the resolution function of migration is identical to that for the
Green’s function retrieved by seismic interferometry �or its
square, in the case of double focusing�. In practice, they differ
because the involved Green’s functions in seismic interfer-
ometry are all defined in the actual medium, whereas in mi-
gration one of the Green’s functions is defined in a back-
ground medium.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic interferometry is a relatively new branch of geophysics
hat constructs new seismic responses by crosscorrelating traces re-
orded at different receiver locations. Applications exist for seismic
xploration data with controlled sources �Schuster, 2001; Schuster
t al., 2004; Bakulin and Calvert, 2004, 2006; Wapenaar, 2006� as
ell as for passive seismic data from natural sources �Rickett and
laerbout, 1999; Wapenaar et al., 2002; Campillo and Paul, 2003;
raganov et al., 2007�. For an overview, we refer to the supplement
f the 2006 July-August issue of GEOPHYSICS, which also contains
ontributions from authors of other disciplines.

One particular approach of deriving expressions for seismic inter-
erometry is based on the reciprocity theory �Wapenaar, 2004;

eaver and Lobkis, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005�. This approach
eads to exact integral representations of impulse responses �Green’s
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unctions� in terms of crosscorrelations. These representations
losely resemble those in seismic migration and Born inversion
Wapenaar et al., 2005; van Manen et al., 2005; Korneev and Baku-
in, 2006�.

We start this paper by briefly reviewing the Green’s function rep-
esentation for seismic interferometry and then discuss the remark-
ble similarity with the representation of the basic resolution func-
ion for migration. In both cases, the resulting representation is that
f a so-called homogeneous Green’s function. We continue by show-
ng that the same homogeneous Green’s function representation ap-
ears in Born inversion and migration by double focusing. The rep-
esentations we use in this paper have been published and can all be
erived from Rayleigh’s reciprocity theorem. In this paper, we high-
ight how the same mathematical expressions occur in different ar-
as, discuss their difference of use, and show their aesthetic similari-
ies.

REPRESENTATION OF THE GREEN’S
FUNCTION FOR INTERFEROMETRY

Consider a Green’s function G�x,xA,t� for an inhomogeneous,
ossless acoustic medium where x and xA are the Cartesian coordi-
ate vectors for the observation and source points, respectively, and
here t denotes time. We define the temporal Fourier transform as

ˆ �x,xA,�� � ���
� exp��j�t�G�x,xA,t�dt, where j is the imaginary

nit and � the angular frequency. Assuming the unit point source at
A is of the volume injection rate type, the wave equation for

ˆ �x,xA,�� reads

�� i���1� iĜ�x,xA,��� �
�2

c2 Ĝ�x,xA,��

� �j��� �x � xA� . �1�

ere, c � c�x� and � � ��x� are the propagation velocity and mass
ensity of the inhomogeneous medium and � i denotes the partial de-
ivative in the xi-direction �Einstein’s summation convention applies
o repeated subscripts�. The representation of Ĝ, as derived for seis-
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T62 Thorbecke and Wapenaar
ic interferometry from Rayleigh’s reciprocity theorem �Rayleigh,
878�, reads

Ĝh�xA,xB,�� � �
�D

�1

j���x�
�Ĝ*�xA,x,��� iĜ�xB,x,��

� �� iĜ
*�xA,x,���Ĝ�xB,x,���nid

2x , �2�

ith

Ĝh�xA,xB,�� � Ĝ�xA,xB,�� � Ĝ*�xA,xB,�� , �3�

here �D is an arbitrary closed surface with outward-pointing nor-
al vector n � �n1,n2,n3� and the asterisk denotes complex conju-

ation �Wapenaar et al., 2005�. The points xA and xB are both situated
nside �D; the medium may be inhomogeneous inside as well as out-
ide �D. The term Ĝh�xA,xB,�� is called the homogeneous Green’s
unction �after Oristaglio, 1989� because it obeys wave equation 1
ithout the source term.
Note that if we skip the j� factor in the source term on the right-

and side of equation 1, we obtain a representation similar to equa-
ion 2, with a minus sign in the right-hand side of equation 3 �van

anen et al., 2005�.
For the interpretation of the seismic interferometric representa-

ion �equation 2�, we refer to Figure 1. The Green’s functions under
he integral are responses of monopole and dipole sources at x on the
oundary �D, observed by receivers at xA and xB. The products

ˆ *� iĜ and �� iĜ*�Ĝ correspond to crosscorrelations at these observa-
ion points; the integral is taken along the sources on �D. The
reen’s function Ĝh�xA,xB,�� in the left-hand side is the Fourier

ransform of G�xA,xB,t� � G�xA,xB,�t�, which is the superposition
f the response at xA resulting from an impulsive source at xB and its
ime-reversed version. The Green’s function G�xA,xB,t� is causal, so
t can be obtained by taking the causal part of this superposition.

Equation 2 is the basis for seismic interferometry. It shows how
he crosscorrelation of observations at two receiver positions yields
he response at one of the receiver positions as if there were a source
t the other. Under far-field conditions, assuming that outside �D the
edium is homogeneous �i.e., assuming unidirectional waves at
D�, we may approximate ni� iĜ by �jkĜ, with k � � /c. With this
pproximation, equation 2 simplifies to

Sourcesx

xA

n

xB

Ĝ* (xA, x, )ω

Ĝh (xA, xB, )ω

Ĝ (xB, x, )ω

∂D

igure 1. Green’s function representation for seismic interferometry
equation 2�. The “rays” in this figure represent the full responses be-
ween the source and receiver points, including primary and multiple
cattering as a result of inhomogeneities inside as well as outside �D.
Ĝh�xA,xB,�� �
2

�c
�

�D
Ĝ*�xA,x,��Ĝ�xB,x,��d2x , �4�

r, in the time domain,

G�xA,xB,t� � G�xA,xB,�t�

�
2

�c
�

�D
G�xA,x,�t� � G�xB,x,t�d2x , �5�

here the asterisk denotes convolution.
We conclude this section by considering the situation of uncorre-

ated noise sources N�x,t� on �D, with �N�x,�t��N�x�,t�� � � �x
x��S�t�, where �·� denotes a spatial ensemble average and S�t� the

utocorrelation of the noise. For the observed wavefields at xA and
B, we may write pobs�xA,t� � 	�DG�xA,x,t��N�x,t�d2x and

pobs�xB,t� � 	�DG�xB,x�,t��N�x�,t�d2x�, respectively. Evaluating
he crosscorrelation of these wavefields yields

�pobs�xA,�t� � pobs�xB,t��

� �
�D

G�xA,x,�t� � G�xB,x,t� � S�t�d2x . �6�

ombining this with equation 5, we obtain


G�xA,xB,t� � G�xA,xB,�t�� � S�t�

�
2

�c
�pobs�xA,�t� � pobs�xB,t�� . �7�

his expression shows that the Green’s function between xA and xB is
btained from the direct crosscorrelation of observed fields at xA and
B, resulting from a distribution of noise sources at �D. In most prac-
ical situations, sources are not available on a closed surface. Modifi-
ations for one-sided illumination, either by controlled sources at the
urface or natural noise sources in the subsurface, are discussed by
apenaar �2006�.

REPRESENTATION OF THE BASIC
RESOLUTION FUNCTION FOR MIGRATION

As mentioned in the introduction, the Green’s function represen-
ation for seismic interferometry �equation 2� closely resembles that
n seismic migration and inversion. Using source-receiver reciproci-
y, we interchange x and xB in the Green’s functions on the right-
and side of equation 2, which gives

Ĝh�xA,xB,�� � �
�D

�1

j���x�
�Ĝ*�xA,x,��� iĜ�x,xB,��

� �� iĜ
*�xA,x,���Ĝ�x,xB,���nid

2x . �8�

espite this minor change, the interpretation is completely
ifferent �see Figure 2�. The Green’s functions Ĝ�x,xB,�� and
�1/j���x��� iĜ�x,xB,�� represent the data in terms of the acoustic
ressure and particle velocity observed at receiver point x on the sur-
ace �D from a source at xB in the subsurface. �For an actual seismic
xperiment with sources at the surface, the “source” at xB is a sec-
ndary source, representing a diffractor; a more complete data mod-
l is discussed in the next section.� The Green’s functions
ˆ *�x ,x,�� and �1/j���x��� Ĝ*�x ,x,�� back-propagate these data
A i A
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Interferometry and migration resolution T63
rom the surface to any point xA in the subsurface. Porter �1970� uses
his relation for holographic imaging of monochromatic waves in a
omogeneous medium.

Hence, the wavefield originating from xB is recorded at the surface
D, and one can interpret the recorded field as Huygens’ sources,
mitting back-propagating waves to any point xA inside �D and
orming a monochromatic image. The resulting field, with all contri-
utions of all Huygens’ sources on the surface �D, consists of con-
erging and subsequently diverging wavefields around the source
osition xB. This monochromatic image represents the resolution
unction of the configuration because it shows how a source at xB is
econstructed from measurements at �D. For a perfectly converging
eld, one would expect intuitively that the left-hand side of equation
represents a spatial delta pulse at the source position xB. However,

ccording to equation 8, the resolution function is represented by the
omogeneous Green’s function Ĝh�xA,xB,��. For a homogeneous
edium, it is given by

Ĝh�xA,xB,�� � j��� e�jkr

4�r
�

e jkr

4�r
 � ��

sin�kr�
2�r

, �9�

ith k � � /c and r � �xA � xB�. This function has its maximum for
→0, where the amplitude is equal to �2� /2�c. The width of the
ain lobe �measured at the zero crossings� is equal to the wave-

ength � � 2� /k. When the wavelength approaches zero ��→0�,
he focusing becomes perfect and equation 9 approaches a delta
unction.

Equation 8 can be seen as the basic resolution function for migra-
ion. To obtain the resolution of the migration of a broadband point
ource at xB, we need to multiply both sides of equation 8 by the
pectrum ŝ��� of the source at xB, apply an inverse Fourier transform
o the left-hand side, and evaluate the result for t � 0 �which is the
maging condition in migration�. For a homogeneous medium, we
btain for the inverse Fourier transform of the left-hand side �using
quation 9�:

Ĝh�xA,xB,��ŝ��� ⇒
�

4�r

ṡ�t � r/c� � ṡ�t � r/c�� , �10�

here ṡ�t� denotes the time derivative of the source wavelet. Evalu-
ted at t � 0, this gives �� /4�r�
ṡ�� r/c� � ṡ�r/c��, which is the
roadband migration resolution function.

Of course, the analysis presented here is valid only when the
avefield is measured on a closed surface. In practice, the acquisi-

ion is always limited to a finite part of an open surface, which means
hat the actual resolution function is a spatially bandlimited version
f the resolution function discussed here. This issue is addressed by
erkhout �1984�, Miller et al. �1987�, Schuster and Hu �2000�, Ge-

ius et al. �2002�, and many others; a more detailed analysis is not
eeded to understand the relations discussed in this paper.

Our aim was to review the insight of Porter �1970� and others that
he resolution function of an imaging system is given by the Green’s
unction of the medium plus its time-reversed version �the latter is a
esult of the fact that there is not a sink at the image position to absorb
he converging wavefield; see Derode et al. �2003� and van Manen et
l. �2005��. The resemblance between the Green’s function represen-
ation for interferometry and the resolution function is striking. In
indsight, the basic theory for seismic interferometry was available
n the 1970s.An important difference is that in the interferometric re-
ations 2 and 4, the Green’s functions on the right-hand side repre-
ent measured wavefields, whereas in equation 8, Ĝ�x,x ,�� is the
B
easured wavefield but the back propagator Ĝ*�xA,x,�� is based on
background model. Hence, whereas Ĝh�xA,xB,�� in equations 2

nd 4 represents the Green’s function in the actual medium �includ-
ng all multiple scattering�, the determination of Ĝh�xA,xB,�� in
quation 8 is in practice limited by the accuracy of the background
odel. This observation is also made by Korneev and Bakulin

2006�.
In the following sections, we review work of Oristaglio �1989� on

orn inversion and of Berkhout �1997�, Thorbecke �1997�, and
chuster and Hu �2000� on migration by double focusing and show

heir relations with the homogeneous Green’s function representa-
ion.

RESOLUTION FUNCTION FOR BORN
INVERSION AND DOUBLE FOCUSING

The Born approximation of a scattered wavefield for a compress-
bility contrast ���x� in a domain D with background parameters
�x� and ��x� �with ��1 � �c2� can be expressed as �Oristaglio,
989�

p̂s�xr,xs,�� � �j��
D

Ĝ�xr,x�,�����x��Ĝ�x�,xs,��d3x�.

�11�

nalogous to equation 8, we define back propagation of the scat-
ered field p̂s�xr,xs,�� from the receiver locations xr to any x in the
cattering medium again by a Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral accord-
ng to

	̂�x,xs,�� � �
�D

�1

j���xr�
�Ĝ*�x,xr,��� i

rp̂s�xr,xs,��

� �� i
rĜ*�x,xr,���p̂s�xr,xs,���nid

2xr, �12�

here Ĝ*�x,xr,�� is a model-based back-propagating Green’s func-
ion and � i

r denotes differentiation with respect to the receiver coor-
inate xr. Physically, 	̂�x,xs,�� can be interpreted as an approxima-
ion of the scattered field p̂s�x,xs,�� in D, except that 	̂�x,xs,�� also

Receiversx

xA

n

xB

Ĝ* (xA, x, )ω

Ĝh (xA, xB, )ω

Ĝ (x, xB, )ω

∂D

igure 2. Representation of the basic resolution function �equation
�. The forward model of the data is represented by the ray from the
ource at xB to the receiver at x. Back propagation is represented by
he ray from x to the image point xA. The resolution function is repre-
ented by the ray from the source at x to the image point x .
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T64 Thorbecke and Wapenaar
ontains a noncausal part because in equation 12 there is no sink ab-
orbing the converging wavefield. Related to the common focal
oint �CFP� work of Berkhout �1997� and Thorbecke �1997�, equa-
ion 12 corresponds to focusing the receiver array to a point in D for
ny available source position xs. Back-propagating the receiver ar-
ay is a common process in most seismic migration techniques
Claerbout, 1971�.

Substituting the Born approximation of the scattered field of
quation 11 into the expression for backward propagation �equation
2� and interchanging the order of integration yields

	̂�x,xs,�� � �
D
�

�D

1

��xr�
�Ĝ*�x,xr,���� i

rĜ�xr,x�,���

� �� i
rĜ*�x,xr,���Ĝ�xr,x�,���


���x��Ĝ�x�,xs,��nid
2xrd

3x� �13�

r

	̂�x,xs,�� � �j��
D

Ĝh�x,x�,�����x��Ĝ�x�,xs,��d3x�,

�14�

here it is important to observe that the representation for the homo-
eneous Green’s function Ĝh�x,x�,�� is the same as in equation 8,
ut with xA and xB replaced by x and x�, respectively, and the integra-
ion carried out over the receiver locations xr. According to equation
4, this homogeneous Green’s function propagates the contribution
f the secondary source ���x��Ĝ�x�,xs,�� from x� to x and results in
causal and a noncausal contribution.
The field at x is the result of back propagating the waves measured

t the surface �D. With multiple sources, there is a field 	̂�x,xs,��
or each source position xs. This additional degree of freedom can be
sed to apply back propagation of the source array using the model-
ased Green’s function Ĝ*�x�,xs,��. Similarly, the back-propagated
avefield of the source array is defined as

Sources

Contrast

Receivers

n ∂D

D

x

xr
xs

x'
Ĝ2

h (x, x', )ω

igure 3. Representation of the resolution function in Born inversion
nd confocal imaging. The forward model of the data is represented
y the ray from the source at xs, via the diffractor at x�, to the receiver
t xr. Double focusing is represented by the rays from xs and xr to the
onfocal image point x. The resolution function is represented by the
ay from the diffractor at x to the image point x.
�
ˆ �x,x�,�� � �
�D

�1

j���xs�
�Ĝ*�x�,xs,��� i

s	̂�x,xs,��

� �� i
sĜ*�x�,xs,���	̂�x,xs,���nid

2xs, �15�

here � i
s denotes differentiation with respect to the source coordi-

ate xs. Physically, 	̂�x,x�,�� can be interpreted as an approxima-
ion of the scattered field p̂s�x,x�,�� for a virtual source focused at x�

n D, except that 	̂�x,x�,�� contains an additional noncausal contri-
ution because in equation 15 there is again no sink to absorb the
onverging wavefield. Substituting the back-propagated field repre-
entation of equation 14 into the back-propagating integral for the
ources �equation 15�, interchanging the order of integration, and us-
ng source-receiver reciprocity of the Green’s functions gives the
ouble-focusing result

ˆ �x,x�,�� � �
D
�

�D

1

��xs�
Ĝh�x,x�,�����x��


�Ĝ*�x�,xs,���� i
sĜ�xs,x�,���

� �� i
sĜ*�x�,xs,���Ĝ�xs,x�,���nid

2xsd
3x�

�16�

r

	̂�x,x�,�� � �j��
D

Ĝh�x,x�,�����x��


Ĝh�x�,x�,��d3x�, �17�

ith Ĝh�x�,x�,�� � Ĝh�x�,x�,�� the same as in equation 8 but this
ime with the integration carried out over the source locations xs. An
xpression similar to equation 17 can be derived in a similar way for
density contrast.
When x�x�, then 	̂�x,x�,�� represents a bifocal image

Berkhout, 1997�. For x � x�, it becomes a confocal image �see Fig-
re 3�. Using the symmetry of Ĝh�x�,x�,�� and setting x � x�, equa-
ion 17 can be written as

	̂�x,x,�� � �j��
D

Ĝh
2�x,x�,�����x��d3x�, �18�

here the repeated x in 	̂�x,x,�� denotes that the receiver array and
he source array have been back-propagated to the same point. The
erm Ĝh

2�x,x�,�� is the resolution function for Born inversion and
onfocal imaging because it shows how material property contrast
��x�� for all x� in D contributes to the image obtained at point x.
We conclude this section by showing how property contrast

��x� is related to the double-focusing result 	̂�x,x,��, following
ristaglio �1989�. For x in the neighborhood of x�, it is reasonable to

ssume locally homogeneous background medium parameters. Us-
ng equation 9, we obtain

�

��
� Ĝh

2�x,x�,��
�2  �

��x�Ĝh�x,x�,2��
4��c�x�

. �19�

n important property of Ĝh�x,x�,�� is that its inverse Fourier trans-
orm evaluated at t � 0 �which is equivalent to integration over all
requencies� yields the spatial delta function ��1�x �� �x � x � �see
� �
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ppendix A in Oristaglio, 1989�. Combining this property with
quations 18 and 19, we obtain

1

2�
�
��

�

4��c�x�
��x�

�

��
� 	̂�x,x,��

� j�3 d�2��

�
1

2�
�

D
d3x����x�� �

��

�

Ĝh�x,x�,2��d�2��

�
���x�
��x�

, �20�

here 	̂�x,x,�� is the double-focusing result of equation 18. Equa-
ion 20 shows how this double-focusing result can be used to obtain
uantitative information about the contrast function ���x�.

RESOLUTION FUNCTION FOR
STANDARD PRESTACK MIGRATION

The analysis of the resolution function in the previous section was
one under the assumption that back propagation takes place with
irchhoff-Helmholtz-type integrals, in which back propagating
reen’s functions as well as their derivatives are applied to wave-
elds and their derivatives �see equations 12 and 15 for the back
ropagation of receivers and sources, respectively�. In seismic mi-
ration, each of these two-term integrals is usually approximated by
one-term integral containing a �derivative of a� Green’s function

cting on the wavefield. Here, we show that, with some approxima-
ions, the resolution function for standard prestack migration can
gain be written as the square of the homogeneous Green’s function.

As the starting point for our analysis, we consider a result of
chuster and Hu �2000�, who derive resolution functions for seismic
igration using the Born approximation and the adjoint of the for-
ard modeling operator. Their final expression for the migrated im-

ge �with our definition of the Green’s function� is

mmig�x� � �
model space

�̂ �x,x�,��m�x��d3x�, �21�

here

�̂ �x,x�,�� � � 4�

j��
4� �

data space
Ĝ*�xr,x,��Ĝ*�x,xs,��


Ĝ�xr,x�,��Ĝ�x�,xs,��d2xrd
2xs. �22�

Actually, they considered an integral along the receiver coordinate
r only, but for our analysis we include the integral along the source
oordinate xs�. Schuster and Hu �2000� loosely named �̂ �x,x�,��
he migration Green’s function. We show that �̂ �x,x�,�� is indeed
the square of� a Green’s function.

Reorganizing the terms under the integral and assuming again that
he sources and receivers occupy a closed surface �D, we obtain
�̂ �x,x�,�� � � 4�

j��
4�

�D
�

�D
Ĝ*�x,xr,��Ĝ�x�,xr,��


Ĝ*�x,xs,��Ĝ�x�,xs,��d2xrd
2xs. �23�

omparing the right-hand side with the far-field approximation of
he homogeneous Green’s function representation �equation 4�, we
btain

�̂ �x,x�,�� �
64�4c2

�4�2 Ĝh
2�x,x�,�� . �24�

chuster and Hu �2000� show that a finite acquisition surface results
n a filtered version of the migration Green’s function �̂ �x,x�,��
hich, according to our derivation, is proportional to the square of

he homogeneous Green’s function Ĝh�x,x�,��.

CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the representations for seismic interferome-
ry and for migration resolution functions are equivalent mathemati-
ally and yield, in both cases, the homogeneous Green’s function
ˆ

h�x,x�,�� or its square, in the case of double focusing. In seismic
nterferometry, Ĝh�x,x�,�� is obtained from measurements and
herefore represents the Green’s function in the actual medium �in-
luding multiple scattering�, whereas the accuracy of the migration
reen’s function is limited by the accuracy of the background mod-

l. Throughout this article, the analysis was based on the assumption
f a closed acquisition surface. In practice, the acquisition is always
estricted to a finite part of an open surface. The effect of a finite ac-
uisition surface on the migration resolution function has been ana-
yzed by various authors. Based on the observed relation between in-
erferometry and the resolution function, a similar analysis could be
pplied to the results of seismic interferometry for the situation of a
nite-source distribution. Of course, this analysis should be done
ith care because of the differences mentioned above.
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